Introduction {#S0001}
============

Breast cancer is the second most common malignant tumor worldwide. It is also the most common malignant tumor in women and the most common cause of death in women.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] China accounts for 12% of the newly diagnosed breast cancer every year in the world. Breast cancer, as the most common female cancer, is a serious threat to the health of women.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] Because of a combination of improved imaging tools that enable earlier detection, more effective treatments, and better supportive care, the five-year net survival continues to increase in most countries.[@CIT0005]

The current (fifth edition) US Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System[@CIT0006] (BI-RADS) 4 lesions are a kind of masses with certain malignant signs, which is enough to be recommended for intervention. However, it covers a wide range of malignancies, ranging from 2% to 95%. The BI-RADS classifies the malignant risk possibility of BI-RADS 4 nodules as follows: BI-RADS 4A, \>2% to ≤10% likelihood of malignancy(low suspicious); BI-RADS 4B, \>10% to ≤50% likelihood of malignancy (moderate suspicious); BI-RADS 4C, \>50% to \<95% likelihood of malignancy(high suspicious). The US subcategories for BI-RADS 4 fail to accurately distinguish the benign and malignant lesions, so quantities of benign lesions are included in the nodules recommended for biopsy and surgery.[@CIT0007] Studies have shown that BI-RADS 4A lesions account for about half of BI-RADS 4 lesions, but only 7.6% of those lesions yielded malignant results.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] Thus, BI-RADS 4A lesions are appropriate to be reduced in rank to surveillance by providing more information about mass in more ways. A desirable specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value for the assessment of BI-RADS 4 lesions can thus reduce unnecessary biopsies and surgeries.

Neovascularization and micro-vessels are always the focus of breast cancer research, which are closely related to tumor invasion and metastasis. Malignant breast lesions have higher microvascular density than the benign significantly.[@CIT0010] The hypervascularity of breast lesions suggests malignancy progression.[@CIT0011] Superb microvascular imaging (SMI) is an advanced ultrasound technology that filters the different frequency spectrum signals generated by tissue motion artifacts and displays microvascular flow through an adaptive algorithm that removes clutter dramatically.[@CIT0012] Some studies[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] have shown that SMI is more likely to detect microvascular flow than color Doppler flow imaging (CDFI) in the evaluation of malignant tumors. Vascular index (VI) represents the ratio between pixels of the Doppler signal and those of the total lesion, which can be calculated automatically by delineating the lesion boundary on SMI image with the most abundant blood flow to determine the region of interest (ROI). VI can be used for quantitative evaluation of blood flow richness in breast lesions. Adding functional information to original BI-RADS classification may help the radiologist better differentiate benign from malignant masses, potentially reducing false-positive findings, particularly in patients with BI-RADS 4A lesions. Our study aims to evaluate whether the VI contributed to the degradation of BI-RADS 4 assessments assigned with BI-RADS of benign masses. Specifically, this study assesses whether benign masses categorized as BI-RADS 4A can be downgraded to BI-RADS 3 with the VI. The correct downgrading of BI-RADS 4 masses can effectively reduce unnecessary biopsies and surgeries for benign masses.

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Patients {#S0002-S2001}
--------

The ethics committee of Peking union medical college hospital approved this study, all patients provided written informed consent, and this study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. From January 2016 to October 2018, in total, 498 consecutive female patients with 502 breast lesions underwent US examinations before biopsy or surgery ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Ten patients were excluded for they had received radiation therapy or chemotherapy, 6 patients were excluded for they had received biopsy or surgery previous for the same lesion, 6 patients were excluded for unqualified images, 4 patients were excluded for the diameter of the breast lesions larger than the probe, 3 patients were excluded for pregnancy or lactation. A total of 251 breast lesions were excluded for not being classified as BI-RADS 4. Ultimately, 222 lesions were included in the study.Figure 1Study flow diagram.

US Analysis {#S0002-S2002}
-----------

The US Aplio500 (Canon Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with SMI software which was used for ultrasonic examination by high frequency (14 MHz) linear array probe. Ultrasound examinations were conducted by a registered ultrasonic doctor with more than 15 years of working experience in breast imaging and 2 months of working experience in SMI. Once a breast lesion was detected, first evaluated and rated by BI-RADS according to the ultrasonic characteristics of the lesion. The examination mode then switched to SMI, settings were as follows: frame rate 50--60 fps; velocity range 1.2--1.6 cm/s; frame rate, 25--30/s; pulse repetition frequency, 15.4--20.2 kHz. Choose an SMI plane according to qualitative SMI with the most abundant neovascularization. By setting the ROIs with no healthy tissue along the boundary of the lesion one this plane, the VI could be automatically calculated. The VI was obtained after a radiologist manually traced the lesion boundary on the SMI image three times and averaged the values. For BI-RADS, lesions are considered malignant when classified as above BI-RADS 3 and considered benign when classified as category 3. In a previous study, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and accuracy of the VI (with 4.0 as the threshold) were 76.0%, 66.1%, 70.2%, 72.4% and 71.2% (P\<0.05) respectively, showing good diagnostic efficacy,[@CIT0015] In our study, VI ≤4.0 was the standard for downgrading masses. BI-RADS 4 masses were downgraded one level (4A-3, 4B-A, 4C-4B) to an integral BI-RADS grade, while the others maintained the conventional grade.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------

All lesions were examined by ultrasonography before the operation and confirmed by pathology after resection. For the evaluations, BI-RADS 3 lesions were considered "test negative", and BI-RADS 4 lesions were considered "test positive". The ROC curve of image data was analyzed and compared by MedCalc (version 15.2.2; Mariakerke, Belgium) and SPSS (version 20.0; IBM Corp, Chicago, IL, USA). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) indicates the accuracy of the diagnostic test. The larger the AUC value is, the greater the value of the diagnostic test is. When AUC is close to 0.5, the diagnosis loses its clinical significance. McNemar's test was used to calculate and compare the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and positive predictive value. Differences were considered statistically significant when the P-value was less than 0.05.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Lesion Characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
----------------------

A total of 222 BI-RADS 4 breast lesions were included and consisted of 99 BI-RADS 4A lesions, 64 BI-RADS 4B lesions, and 59 BI-RADS 4C lesions. The age of the patients was 47.1±11.7 (18--85) years old, and the maximum lesion diameter on B-mode imaging was 19.8±17.1 (3--79) mm. A total of 93 lesions (41.89%) were diagnosed as malignant, and 129 lesions (58.11%) were diagnosed as benign on pathology. The histopathological details are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The age of the patients in the malignant group was 50.5±11.5 (30--75) years old, which was older than the age of 44.6±11.3 (18--85) years old in the benign group (t=−3.830, P\<0.001). The maximum lesion diameter in the malignant group was 23.2±13.7 (4--74) mm, which was larger than the maximum lesion diameter of 17.3±12.0 (3--79) mm in the benign group (t=−3.303, P\<0.001).Table 1Histological Diagnosis of the Lesions Confirmed by PathologyHistologic FeaturesN (%)Malignant Lesions Infiltrating ductal carcinoma57(25.7) Ductal carcinoma in situ23 (10.4) Solid papillary carcinoma4 (1.8) Mucous carcinoma3 (1.4) Infiltrating lobular carcinoma2 (0.9) Malignant phyllodes tumor2 (0.9) Lobular carcinoma in situ1 (0.5) Invasive apocrine carcinoma1 (0.5)Total93 (41.9)Benign Lesions Fibroadenoma37 (16.7) Intraductal papilloma37 (16.7) Mammary adenosis36 (16.2) Mastitis8 (3.6) Benign phyllodes tumor5 (2.3) Normal mammary tissue5 (2.3) Mammary cyst1 (0.5)Total129 (58.1)Total222 (100)

Diagnostic Performance {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------

For the BI-RADS 4C-4B and BI-RADS 4B-4A lesions, this downgrading did not affect clinical decisions regarding biopsy and surgery, and the lesions were always considered "test positive". For the BI-RADS 4A-3 lesions, a change from "test positive" to "test negative" was considered, so we focused on these lesions primarily.

In total, 54 (24.3%) lesions were downgraded from BI-RADS 4A to BI-RADS 3. [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} shows the number of downgraded lesions and diagnostic performance. With the addition of the VI to the primary BI-RADS assessment, 53 (23.9%) benign BI-RADS 4A lesions ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}) were successfully downgraded to BI-RADS 3, one (0.5%) BI-RADS 4A lesion was incorrectly downgraded to BI-RADS 3, 168 (75.7%) lesions ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) were BI-RADS 4 classification, which led to an improved accuracy (65.3% vs 41.9%) and PPV (54.8% vs 41.9%) for biopsy and surgery recommendations compared to the original BI-RADS assessment. The area under the ROC curve was 0.700 (95% CI: 0.635--0.760) and 0.500 (95% CI: 0.432--0.568) for diagnoses after and before downgrading, respectively. The difference in the AUC is 0.200, the Z statistic is 8.932, and P \< 0.0001 ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). The diagnostic performance of the BI-RADS system can be improved by the addition of the VI. One (0.5%) malignant lesion was mistakenly downgraded and had a pathological type of infiltrating ductal carcinoma.Table 2Histological Diagnosis of the Lesions Downgraded to BI-RADS 3Histologic FeaturesN (%)AgeSize (cm)VI (%)Benign Lesions Mammary adenosis18 (8.1)45.3±11.01.6±1.01.5±1.1 Fibroadenoma16 (7.2)43.0±11.01.9±1.01.5±1.4 Intraductal papilloma12 (5 4)44.4±11.71.0±0.42.3±0.9 Mastitis2 (0.9)28.5±0.51.2±0.40.8±0.8 Benign phyllodes tumor2 (0.9)47.5±2.53.6±2.31.3±1.3 Normal mammary tissue2 (0.9)36.5±3.52.0±0.91.3±0.2 Mammary cyst1 (0.5)290.80Total53 (23.9)44.0±11.71.7±1.11.6±1.2Malignant Lesions Infiltrating ductal carcinoma1 (0.5)570.40Total1 (0.5)570.40Total54 (24.3)44.2±11.71.6±1.11.5±1.2[^1] Table 3Effect of Downgrading BI-RADS Category 4A Masses on Basis of Benign Vascular Parameters of SMINo. of Downgraded MASSESMalignant Rate,\
BI-RAD 4AOverall\
Sensitivity\
(%)Overall\
Specificity\
(%)Overall\
Accuracy\
(%)PPV\
(%)AUC^b^*~P~*^c^Original\
BI-RADS assessmentNA7/99\
7.193/93\
100.0NA93/222\
41.993/222\
41.90.500NAPlus vascular index^a^546/45\
13.392/93\
98.953/129\
41.1145/222\
65.392/168\
54.80.700\<0.001[^2][^3] Figure 2A 34-year-old woman with mammary adenosis which be downgraded to BI-RADS 3. (**A**) Grayscale ultrasonography shows an irregular or microlobulated hypoechoic lesion in the left breast, which was assessed as BI-RADS category 4A. (**B**) CDFI shows a linear vessel within the mass. Green box: CDFI sampling frame. (**C**) SMI shows regular linear vessels within the lesion. (**D**) When the ROI is set as the entire target lesion (yellow line), the vascular index of the mass is 3.9% (red box). Green box: SMI sampling frame.Figure 3A 71-year-old woman with solid papillary carcinoma which maintained the original BI-RADS category 4B. (**A**) Grayscale ultrasonography shows an irregular echogenic lesion in the left breast, which was assessed as BI-RADS category 4B. (**B**) CDFI shows abundant spot and strip blood flow signals in the lesion. Green box: CDFI sampling frame. (**C**) SMI shows detailed and abundant vascular architecture with multiple thickened vessels. (**D**) When the ROI is set as the entire target lesion (yellow line), the vascular index of the mass is 27.6% (red box). Green box: SMI sampling frame.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

As a classification system for breast lesions, the BI-RADS is conducive to the standardized management of breast lesions, which has been widely recognized and applied all over the world.[@CIT0016] The classification system exerts an enormous function on the diagnosis of breast lesions. At the same time to provide guidance for the scientific and effective management of breast lesions. However, it reported that more than half of the nodules that are biopsied and operated on are benign.[@CIT0017] There is, therefore, a great need to reduce unnecessary interventions for benign lesions by developing additional methods. Tumor angiogenesis is defined as the build-up of penetrating blood vessels of tumors that provide the necessary substances for tumor growth and metastasis.[@CIT0018],[@CIT0019] MVD is significantly higher in malignant breast lesions and may be associated with metastasis.[@CIT0020] Therefore, assessment of tumor angiogenesis is beneficial to diagnosis and prognosis prediction. SMI eliminates the clutter and presents more real blood flow information, which provides a more accurate vascular situation of the masses than CDFI.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0021] This method can be used as a quantitative guide by measuring VI for breast in the optimal SMI plane with the most abundant vessels. In our study, BI-RADS 4 lesions were downgraded one level (4A-3, 4B-A, 4C-4B) with 4.0 as the cutoff value of VI, the diagnostic accuracy (65.3% vs 41.9%), PPV (54.8% vs 41.9%) and AUC (0.700 vs 0.500, p \< 0.001) were improved, highlighting a potential decrease in the number of biopsies and surgeries with negative findings. Compared with BI-RADS, the VI offers improved diagnostic efficiency. Park et al[@CIT0022] studied the diagnostic efficacy of degradation of BI-RADS 4A lesions with 8.9 as the cutoff value of VI. Twenty-six lesions were downgraded to BI-RADS 3 with improved PPV (56.9% vs 41.8%) and AUC (0.728 vs 0.500, p \< 0.001) compared to the original BI-RADS assessment, consistent with our results. The addition of this index could potentially decrease false-positive findings and lessen the need for both biopsy and short-interval follow-up examinations by downgrading benign breast masses to BI-RADS 3.

We observed one false-negative finding in our study, which led to a slight decrease in sensitivity (98.9% vs 100.0%). The case involved a 57-year-old female patient with invasive ductal carcinoma, which had a maximum diameter of only 4 mm. The sensitivity of breast sonography is limited to small or non-palpable breast cancer. According to the relevant literature report, in the diagnosis of breast nodules, the accuracy of a mass diameter less than 1cm was lower than that of a mass diameter greater than 1cm.[@CIT0023] Among all sonographic features, irregular shape and non-circumscribed margin are significant ultrasonographic signs of small malignant breast tumors.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0025] Some malignant signs presented in large breast cancers, subcentimeter breast cancer may do not show, such as echogenic halo, hypoechogenicity. In this case, the breast lesion was small in size, had an unclear boundary, attenuated posterior echogenicity, and no blood flow signals were found on either CDFI or SMI. However, this false-negative finding would have not been missed or misdiagnosed because mammography displayed signs of malignancy, namely, speculated margins and microcalcifications. Therefore, the degradation of small breast tumors should be combined with mammography to ensure that no suspicious lesions are missed.[@CIT0026] Xiao et al confirmed that in evaluating subcentimeter breast masses, the specificity of CEUS was significantly higher, but the sensitivity was moderately lower than that of other imaging methods.[@CIT0027] A small tumor a few millimeters in size can grow without inducing substantial angiogenesis, but further expansion of the tumor cell population will require new capillary blood vessels.[@CIT0028] Therefore, for some subcentimeter breast cancers, the lack of internal blood flow to the nodule may be the reason for the false degradation of SMI. Although the sensitivity of detecting microvessels with imaging in small breast lesions is slightly reduced, the specificity is higher. Schmitz et al confirmed that as long as the number of blood vessels increases, regardless of tumor size, the risk of malignancy will increase.[@CIT0029] Overall, the features of small BI-RADS 4A masses, especially subcentimeter breast lesions, may not be similar to typical large lesions. For subcentimeter breast lesions, although negative findings on SMI have been revealed; however, there is a risk that malignant lesions could be incorrectly downgraded. Therefore, sonography and mammography should be used to thoroughly evaluate subcentimeter lesions and to facilitate clinical judgment.

There are some limitations in our study that need to be addressed. First, the number of participants was relatively small, a larger number of cases need to be included in the validation results of the study. Second, only registered ultrasonic doctors performed all the ultrasound examinations, without comparing the differences between operators.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

Our findings show that SMI, as a tool to improve the evaluation of tumor vessels, facilitates the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant lesions. Among benign tumors classified as BI-RADS 4, 23.9% were accurately downgraded to BI-RADS 3, thus significantly improving the diagnostic accuracy and PPV of the BI-RADS system and potentially reducing both biopsies and surgeries with negative results. SMI can help reduce the amount of false-negative findings, and future analyses and studies on SMI may help unlock the full potential of this technology.
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[^1]: **Abbreviation:** VI, vascular index.

[^2]: **Notes:** ^a^Vascular index≤4.0 as the standard in downgrading mass assessed as BI-RADS 4 to BI-RADS 3. ^b^For evaluation of AUC, category 3 masses were considered "test negative" and category 4A or higher masses were considered "test positive", ^c^p value was that to null hypothesis that there is no change in AUC with addition of vascular parameter (pairwise comparison of ROC curve).

[^3]: **Abbreviations:** PPV, positive predictive value; AUC, area under the ROC curve, NA, not applicable, ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
